
Woodpeckers ⅔   Spring 1 (B) French:   Les Legumes

What I should already know: I know  how to say ten fruits in French. I know that ‘un’ and ‘une’ are used to describe one thing and ‘les’
is used for describing the plural.

Enquiry Questions
● Can we name and recognise up to 10

vegetables in French?
● Can we attempt to spell some of these

nouns (including the correct article)?
● Can we learn simple vocabulary to facilitate

a role play about buying vegetables from a
market stall?

● Can we say if we would like one kilo or a
half kilo of a particular vegetable or selection
of vegetables?

Key Vocabulary

See Language Mat on other side

Language Skills
Pupils will:

● Listen attentively to spoken language and show
understanding by joining in and responding.

● Engage in conversaƟons; ask and answer quesƟons;
express opinions and respond to those of others;
seek clarification and help.

● Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary,
phrases and basic language structures.

● Develop accurate pronunciaƟon and intonaƟon so
that others understand when they are reading aloud
or using familiar words and phrases.

● Present ideas and informaƟon orally to a range of
Audiences.

● Read carefully and show understanding of words,
phrases and simple writing

● Broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to
understand new words that are introduced into
familiar wriƩen material, including through using a
dictionary.

● Write phrases from memory, and adapt these to
create new sentences, to express ideas clearly.

● Understand basic grammar appropriate to the language
being
studied, including (where relevant): feminine, masculine
and
neuter forms and the conjugation of high‐frequency
verbs; key
features and patterns of the language; how to apply
these to
build sentences; and how these differ from or are
similar to
English.
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